TALENT CITY COUNCIL
GOALS STUDY SESSION MINUTES
TOWN HALL
February 28, 2018 — 6:00 p.m.
Study Session, Regular Council & TURA meetings are being digitally recorded and will be available on the
City website.
The City Council of the City of Talent will meet in a Study Session at 6:00 p.m. on Wednesday, February 28,
2018, at Town Hall, 206 E. Main Street. The meeting location is accessible to persons with disabilities. A request
for an interpreter for the hearing impaired, or for other accommodations for persons with disabilities, should be
made at least 48 hours in advance of the meeting to the City Recorder at 541-535-1566, ext. 1012.
The City Council reserves the right to add or delete items as needed, change the order of the agenda, and
discuss any other business deemed necessary at the time of the study session and/or meeting.
COUNCIL GOALS STUDY SESSION — 6:00 p.m.
Anyone wishing to speak on an agenda item should complete a Public Comment Form and give it to the City
Recorder. Public Comment Forms are located at the entrance to the meeting place. Anyone commenting on a
subject not on the agenda will be called upon during the “Citizens Heard on Non-Agenda Items” section of the
agenda. Comments pertaining to specific agenda items will be taken at the time the matter is discussed by the
City Council.
1. Call to Order/Roll Call at 6:07 p.m.
Members Present:

Members Absent:

Mayor Ayers-Flood
Councilor Land
Councilor Berlant
Councilor Dolan
Councilor Pederson
Councilor Baker

Councilor Harrison

Also Present:
Zac Moody, Interim Executive Director/Community Development Director
Ryan Martin, Interim City Manager/Finance Director
Bret Marshall, Public Works Superintendent
Chief Curtis Whipple, Talent PD
Erin Zelinka, City Recorder

2. Reference Documents
3.1

Staff Report: Summary (00:58)

Staff report from Finance Director Ryan Martin.
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Have provided:
o

Council goals that there was a consensus on at the Jan. 31 Study Session, based on the
minutes.

o

Staff goals.

o

Committee/Commission goals.

Questions/Comments:


Mayor Ayers-Flood asked if this had the goals that were sent in via email. Recorder Zelinka
advised that this Council goals list only includes goals that there was a consensus on at the last
Study Session.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said we could discuss goals that were sent in for discussion as item 3.8 and
move staff goals to 3.9. She said that, if we have a general consensus on the rest of the goals,
we could add it to the grid.

3.2

January 31, 2018 Goals Study Session Minutes DRAFT


Mayor Ayers-Flood asked if everyone had a chance to review the minutes.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said we should go to item 3.4 and start assessing committee/commission
goals.

3.4

2018 Parks & Recreation Commission Goals (05:52)




Councilor Baker said he is not sure this list is from their last meeting, because they had
recognized re-doing the skate park as a top priority. Mayor Ayers-Flood asked how we got these
goals.
o

Moody said we should make sure that was supposed to be a Council goal and not a
TURA goal, because Parks Commission goals were coming to him to be included in
TURA’s goal planning session. He advised that is why they aren’t here with the Council
materials, because he believed it was supposed to be with TURA.

o

Martin said Parks came up with goals a few months ago and, at the last meeting, they
came up with another set of goals that were intended to be urban renewal goals. The
ones we have here are specifically Council goals. Councilor Baker agreed that is correct,
that re-doing the skate park was a TURA goal.

Councilor Baker said Parks feels they have minimal money to work with so they came up with
smaller projects. They have five projects in order of priority.
o

#1: Shade structure at Bark Park

o

#2: Kiosk for Chuck Roberts Park


o

Marshall said they want something similar to what is at the dog park, an info
board.

Replace benches at Chuck Roberts and Skate Park


Moody said these are a carry over project and were included in TURA goals as
well; they came to TURA because would be better able to fund it.



Councilor Baker advised that for TURA goals he believes they took this list and
then added the skate park.
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o





Mayor Ayers-Flood said we could give them an opportunity to put some of this
under Capital Improvement.



Councilor Baker said Gordon wants an understanding of where Parks is
financially (how much money is available). Hoping that will happen at next
meeting.

Mayor Ayers-Flood said we could set aside the purchases and let them have another goaround with an understanding of the CIP budget for next year.


Martin said he sees all of these things as budgetary recommendations, not
Council goals.



Martin said it’s difficult to say to a recommending body that “you have this much
money,” because it’s not their money to spend; they’re just recommending it to
the budget officer or to Council. He said he can give a financial presentation but
he won’t be able to say exactly how much money they have for next year.



Councilor Baker said they are in the dark about the financial situation.



Martin said he’ll present and we can talk about CIP funds, SDC funds, what they
can be spent for, etc.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said Martin can also present a rough idea of what the process will be
for the following year and that will allow them to get in front of making recommendations.
We can set aside 1-5 at bottom, which are more recommendations, and look at items 1-3
at the top.

o

Councilor Baker said he’s trying to get in touch with Gordon to get him on the same page
with what happened at the last Council meeting. Martin said he could talk to him if he has
a chance.

Mayor Ayers-Flood asked Councilor Baker to take us through goals 1, 2 and 3.
o

#1A. Expanding the existing Parks social network to better inform the public about
events, breaking news, and volunteer activities. Priorities for expanding: Update Parks
website regularly and provide Parks announcements in Spanish


They felt there are information deficits in getting info to the public.



Councilor Pederson said he likes the idea of expanding social networks and
communication, getting things out in Spanish. He said he’s not sure the Parks
website is the best channel for it, because it has close to zero visitors.


Councilor Baker said he believes it was created as someone’s senior
project and is not very compatible.



Councilor Pederson confirmed it was an SOU senior project.



Councilor Baker asked if there would be consensus to shut the page
down.



Consensus to shut down existing Parks page and make it part of City of
Talent new website revamp



Mayor Ayers-Flood said she sees this as a valuable communications
goal. Beefing up the website, Flash articles…



Councilor Pederson said that as soon as the social media policy is
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sorted, Facebook posts could be added.

o



Mayor Ayers-Flood said it can all fall under communications.

#1B. Continuing to cooperate with volunteer work-parties for minor repairs and projects.


Councilor Baker asked if this refers to the Weed Team. Councilor Pederson said
he thinks it must.



Councilor Baker said there is specifically an area of the skate park that the Weed
Team should be working on but it never happens. Gordon is concerned about
getting Weed Team onto the same page with Parks.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said it doesn’t seem like a goal, because it’s not new but only
a continuance. Councilor Berlant agreed. Mayor said she would strike it. Berlant
said a goal needs to go beyond what you’re currently doing.



Mayor Ayers-Flood asked if anyone sees a volunteer goal to suggest.



Councilor Pederson said for all committees/commission we need to continue to
leverage our volunteer resources.



Councilor Berlant said we could change continuing to improving outreach through
recruitment and retention of volunteers through work parties for minor repairs and
projects. Councilor Pederson said he likes it and feels it ties more into improved
communications. Councilor Berlant said it’s changing the messaging of what
we’re asking them to do—not just sitting at meetings but active engagement.



Mayor Ayers-Flood asked for suggestion of language.



Councilor Berlant said: “Improve volunteer recruitment and retention strategies
through work parties for minor repairs and projects.” Mayor Ayers-Flood
recommended ending it before “through work parties…” because it’s a given.



Final: Improve volunteer recruitment and retention strategies with work parties.

#1C. Bringing Commission up to capacity and preparing newest members for leadership roles.
o

Councilor Baker advised they are struggling with getting people who want to be Chair or
want to expend more time.

o

Councilor Berlant said she would add to her last sentence “and leadership development.”

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said she doesn’t feel it’s the amount of time as it is feeling
intimidated.

o

Councilor Baker said some of the younger guys don’t know what to do and how the
system works, so they were reluctant to chair.

o

Councilor Dolan asked if the City has ever had an orientation for new commissioners.

o



Mayor Ayers-Flood said we always just got a binder and that we have talked
about training over the years.



Councilor Dolan said it would have been nice to have an orientation for the group
as to procedure, process, rules, what they can and can’t do. Hard to just get a
binder and absorb it.

Councilor Land said that the current leaders need to be actively recruiting.
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o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said we could take the goal that ends with “and leadership
development” and make it an admin goal because it affects everybody. She said maybe
we could use some of the models from Planning.

o

Moody said Planning Commissioner trainings are not just for planning. Sometimes they
are more focused on land use but they are intended for Councilors. One coming up in
May is intended for everybody.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood advised that they have held training sessions before and people don’t
go.

o

Councilor Dolan said there are many trainings in webinar format. Moody said that is not
the case with COG ones currently. He said we could work with those training
organizations to try to do something, or we could find the resources online. Others
probably already have something for training Parks commissioners.

o

Councilor Baker said it applies to all areas.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood presented as an admin goal: Evaluate opportunities for training new
commissioners and committee members.

o

Councilor Berlant said she is supportive of getting regional partners’ view on training. She
said she would also like training in the Talent context, to see how real-word examples of
how regional/state policies apply in Talent.

o

Councilor Dolan said we could train our own people. Councilor Berlant agreed.

o

Moody said a problem is that people don’t know what they are supposed to do. The
mission is there but it isn’t clear. People lose interest when ideas aren’t moved forward.
Admin could use training as well. Retention goes back to the root of what their purpose
is.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said 2 years ago we talked about this in goal setting and providing
Robert’s Rules training.

o

Councilor Baker said it’s more basic, helping everybody understand how the system
works, how goals play into what you are trying to do with plans. Councilor Berlant
suggested a process map.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said that’s the purpose of the procedural calendar we are putting
together. Could add flow charts to it and show how everything comes to the decision
making process (supposed to happen in fall).

o

Councilor Baker said we need to add financing, how budget and expenditures tie together
in the process.

o



Mayor Ayers-Flood said she and Martin have been talking about it and can put
together a presentation for Council.



Councilor Baker said Parks is in the dark on budget.



Mayor Ayers-Flood advised she did training with Parks a few years ago about
starting with the Master Plan and moving from there.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said we would add this for all committees/commissions.

Councilor Berlant added “make a plan for continuing to update the information and
regular schedule or training implementation plan.” Mayor Ayers-Flood said “ongoing
training policy.” Councilor Dolan said she calls it an “ongoing nurture program.”
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#1D. Hold 2-3 annual events for the community. (32:41)
o





Councilor Baker said last year they planned a couple and one got smoked out. Trying to
be more proactive in organizing events.

II. Prioritize capital improvements and completion by community usage.
o

Councilor Baker advised it goes back to shade structure at Bark Park. Lots of usage
there. Want to spent money accordingly. However, they don’t understand capital
improvements.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood would add to that, “prioritize capital improvements and completion by
way of the Master Plan and usage.” Said she would like them to consult the Master Plan
and then prioritize based on perception of community use.

III. Guiding the Development of New Talent Parks Master Plan (34:09)
o

Councilor Baker mentioned that Moody is working on a grant. Moody said it will be a goal
across the board. He advised it won’t be done this year; acquiring the funds to update the
Master Plan is the step this year.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood asked why it is a Planning goal and not a Parks goal. Moody said
he’s not saying it’s not a Parks goal, too. It is a Planning goal because it’s part of the
Comprehensive Plan. It will start with a CAC and the consultant will choose one, then
Parks Commission will probably have CAC members involved from Parks and then the
Parks Commission will make a recommendation to Planning. Planning would then make
a recommendation to the Council.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood asked if we can we make it a goal to seek the funding. Moody said
yes and added learning about the process and understanding their role in that process.
They need to understand that, when the consultant is hired to do the job, they will still
have a lot of input in what happens.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood and Moody concluded: Seek funding and education about the master
plan development process.

o

Councilor Baker said they are hoping to put together a simpler Parks Master Plan. They
felt the last one wasn’t working.


Moody said the Master Plan process has changed drastically since the 90s.



Oregon Parks & Rec is looking for something like what City of Phoenix has just
done.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood asked which organization did the 2006 Master Plan. Moody said
University of Oregon.

o

Councilor Baker asked how the revised wording goes back to Parks. Mayor Ayers-Flood
said it typically does not go back to them. We have taken their recommendations and
revised them, and then they will go to March 7th for a public hearing and they can come to
comment. Everyone will get a copy of it.

o

Councilor Baker asked if Gordon will be supplied the edited copy. Mayor Ayers-Flood
said everybody will when it is publicly noticed on the website. Councilor Baker said it
would be good to send him an email. Councilor Berlant said it should go to all committee
chairs.

o

Recorder Zelinka said she can email it to all committee chairs along with Mayor and
Council. Councilor Pederson asked that we send to all commission/committee members.
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Zelinka said she will do so.
3.5

2018 Together for Talent Goals (39:10)


She asked if anyone has questions on the goals, anything they dislike or love.



Councilor Pederson said the goal that he sees from the Weed Team section is, “Develop the
implementation plan for Integrated Pest Management (IPM) using a zone-by-zone approach.”



Mayor Ayers-Flood said we don’t have an IPM. Councilor Pederson said we have a proposed
IPM, a zone map. He said the implementation plan is what is standing in the way of having an
IPM. Councilor Berlant asked if Councilor Dolan agrees that not having an implementation plan is
standing in the way of having an IPM. Councilor Dolan said there is a lot standing in the way.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said we could leave the IPM language out of it. Councilor Pederson said he
agrees that we could work around that language, but developing the implementation plan for
reducing pesticide use by leveraging the Weed Team. He said he does see it as a goal of
reducing the use of pesticides and determining which areas we can implement that in.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said that was one of Councilor Dolan’s proposed goals. Maybe go with
“Evaluate the feasibility of implementing an integrated pest management policy or a sustainable
landscaping policy.” The second part of that goal is to “adopt a sustainable land-care policy for
City playgrounds, parks, and other publics spaces to be completed by Sept./Nov. 2018.” That
would be a time-phased plant. “Adopt a time-phased sustainable land-care policy…”



Councilor Dolan asked about “time-phased.” Mayor Ayers-Flood said incremental. Councilor
Dolan said possibly.



Councilor Berlant said that, through the Strategic Energy Management Plan, there is likely going
to be the development of a resource management plan, and the sustainable land-care policy
could fit under that.
o

Marshall said it would make that policy huge. He said we were talking about making it so
it could bridge across the whole city, and he is not sure we could do that for every facility
if we included that.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said that’s why we should maybe go with an incremental plan, what
we can manage this year, e.g. “Over the course of the next five years we’re going to
reduce pesticide usage by…”

o

Councilor Baker said there has been an ongoing concern within Parks that the Weed
Team is supposed to manage certain areas and are unable to do it. There has been back
and forth on how the two entities will work together effectively and what happens if Weed
Team doesn’t do their stuff and Parks is stuck not knowing what their responsibility is.

o

Councilor Dolan said she understands that the concerns have to do directly with
herbicide spray, that they don’t want to manually weed areas that have been treated.
Councilor Baker said he doesn’t know if that’s all they are talking about. Councilor Dolan
said she understands from Dolly and Jen that they don’t want to manually weed areas
that have been sprayed so that’s why they are asking for a map. Councilor Berlant
agreed that is the issue.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said it would be best to consider the two steps of goals presented to
us on this and it will lead us in the direction of the Weed Team goal. She said the Weed
Team goal seems more like an internal working committee goal than a City goal.

o

Councilor Berlant suggested “eliminate the need for the City of Talent’s use of pesticides
and herbicides in public areas by having volunteers remove the weeds.”
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Mayor Ayers-Flood said she doesn’t think that would be achievable, to eliminate
the use of pesticides in the first year. She said that is why she likes the goal of
write a policy and adopt a plan within the first year.



Councilor Pederson said that time-phased works well, because it suggests we
will figure out how to put it in pieces each year.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said we have a working model of it with the Clean Energy
Action Plan.

o

Marshall said it would be important when we do the new Parks Master Plan that we
include language that any project moving forward addresses the issue of lower pesticide
use or none by design.

o

Councilor Berlant added components of clean energy and conservation.

o

Councilor Dolan asked where that would go, and Mayor Ayers-Flood said in the Parks
Master Plan, from which all other plans would be derived.

o

Moody said that individually the public facilities element is its own thing and the Parks
Master Plan would have its own piece that says park development will include design
considerations that would make it easier to implement those types of programs.


Councilor Dolan asked if we can we make that a goal, to have every plan take
those things into account. Mayor Ayers-Flood said that would be the case if it
were in the Master Plan.



Councilor Dolan asked how we word that for goal setting.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said she thinks we do both, we build it into this part and the
Master Plan. She said she would invite Together for Talent to continue to work
with it as their internal goal as we try to move it along.

Emergency preparedness (50:50)
o

Mayor Ayers-Flood asked if any piece should be a City goal.

o

Councilor Berlant said the part related to fundraising, helping them find grants or other
resources to expand our emergency preparedness supplies. Mayor Ayers-Flood
suggested seek funds.

o

Councilor Pederson said he sees all three as a combined goal of “improve emergency
preparedness by obtaining emergency supplies and communications equipment and
improving emergency preparedness organization.” Said he doesn’t know about
fundraising as a City goal but rather as an implementation step.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said seeking funding is a good goal because we have an incredible
ability to find grants.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said she thinks their suggestion of recruiting and acquiring hand-radio
equipment is going to be an expensive proposition.


Councilor Berlant said they asked for money for that last year and have already
gone through one process but want to do a second one. Said she thinks they
already have the money for two ham radios.



Mayor Ayers-Flood asked if utilizing the funds they already have is how we’ll
achieve these goals.
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Moody suggested they could work with a local community organization that does
emergency management.



Chief Whipple said there is a ham radio operators club called CARE (Cascade
Alliance for Radio Enthusiasts). Said he has the contact info.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said maybe we should just add to Councilor Pederson’s goal
by saying “working with local organizations to improve emergency services…”



Councilor Pederson said we could split off the “improving organization part” to
“improving organization and coordinating with other local organizations.”



Final: Improve emergency preparedness by coordinating with other organizations
and seeking funding to secure emergency supplies and communications
equipment.

Clean Energy Action Team (56:06)
o

Councilor Berlant said adopt the energy element based on the Clean Energy Action Plan
(CEAP) and evaluate current progress in implementing the CEAP as a City and in
partnership with the community so seeing what Rogue Climate Talent and Together for
Talent have completed; make sure that we prevent or correct anything we’ve missed and
put together a regular evaluation plan and reporting process for that.


Mayor Ayers-Flood said that should already be scheduled this year. Councilor
Berlant said yes and it is recommended action #5 in their adopted year-1 plan.
She said it should be something we do before we adopt goals but should also do
it again after adoption and have a regular evaluation plan in place.



Mayor Ayers-Flood suggested scheduling those instead of adopting them,
because they are already adopted. Said we should schedule the one we need to
do this year and the two we need to do next year.



Councilor Pederson supported the idea of scheduling them, but said he is not
sure if scheduling something we already adopted is a goal. He suggested,
“develop and adopt an energy element of the Comprehensive Plan in alignment
with the adopted CEAP.”



Mayor Ayers-Flood said we could add those evaluations to the process calendar.

o

Councilor Berlant added, “Actively seeking and maintaining eligibility for grants related to
clean energy actions.”

o

Councilor Berlant adde,d “Participate and support staff in implementing the strategic
energy management program.”

o

Moody said that almost all of these things are in the Comprehensive Plan element, so
maybe the goal could be “Adopt and implement the energy element.” It is specific with
timelines.

o

Councilor Berlant said the strategic energy management program portion would be
separate from the energy element portion. Moody agreed.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood summarized two goals:


Adopt clean energy element.



Participate and support staff in implementing the strategic energy management
program for all City-owned facilities.
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Zero Waste Team (1:01:40)
o

Mayor Ayers-Flood submitted the following goal: “Develop and initiate the first steps of a
time-phased plan to reduce the use of plastics to ensure that Talent moves toward a
cleaner environment to thrive in and raise our families and to provide our children a better
future with less wasted plastic to manage.”

o

Councilor Pederson doesn’t object to the goal but felt second half of sentence is not
necessary.

o

Councilor Pederson said there are alternative plastics (like corn-based plastic bags) that
can be part of the long-term transition away from plastics. He said that incorporating
biodegradable solutions shouldn’t be off our radar.


Mayor Ayers-Flood suggested incorporating biodegradable solutions for the City
to use and educating people on the options.



Councilor Pederson said we did ban Styrofoam and, if there are enough feasible
alternatives, we could propose only allowing biodegradable plastics.

o

Councilor Dolan suggested saying phasing out nonbiodegradable plastics. Mayor AyersFlood agreed and said she sees it as a 3-year plan.

o

Councilor Berlant liked the above and added, “To partner with Recology to develop waste
management procedures and education plans to reduce waste internally and throughout
the community and increase diversion from the landfill.”

3.6 2018 Planning Commission Goals (1:05:48)


Implement Housing and Economic Policies in Element E and Element G of the Comprehensive
Plan that are specific to Year 1 Implementation Strategies related to affordable housing,
including:
o

o

Revision of flag lot standards


More parcels on irregular lots would allow for more building and decrease
housing costs.



Councilor Pederson asked if SDCs are included in that ordinance. Moody said
no. Advised that we can’t do anything with SDC ordinances until capital
improvement plans are done. Until we know what we’re paying for in the future,
we don’t know how to divide that up between the SDCs and make calcuations.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said we will schedule it on the calendar so those decisions
are made earlier.



Moody said it can’t be completed until all the master plans are done. Once done
the engineer can calculate the SDC and provide a number.

Addition of standards specific to Short Term Rentals (STR) and Vacation Rentals By
Owner (VRBO)


o

Commission feels these things are definitely increasing costs of housing in the
city. (Houses can rent for 3k a month vs. 1600-1700 a month.)

Amend minimum lot sizes and density allowances to encourage affordable housing.


Moody said these are all measures that will probably come out of the regional
housing strategy and be presented to Council anyway, but they wanted Council
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to know these are their priorities for making that happen.




Moody said they want to tackle the Dark Sky ordinance before too much
development happens. Said it will be easy to write.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said she was at the meeting, and it was clear that goal #1 is
affordable housing.

o

Councilor Pederson asked about parking. Moody said interns are working on a parking
study to present to the Planning Commission.

o

Councilor Baker said he was in contact with Moody and expressed concern that we don’t
fall behind on year-1 and year-2 tasks; the quicker we can bring TA4 and TA5 online, the
more property taxes and revenue we are creating for the city. He said he proposed
wording of, “Complete year-1 tasks and work on year-2.” Councilor Baker said he feels it
is important we don’t let year-2 goals slip away.


Moody said the wording could be that you want to prioritize year-2 goals based
upon what has been done with year-1. The year-1 goals are going to take this
entire year. He advised that some of year-2 could be tailored and added to year1 so we can say we are at least beginning them.



Councilor Baker said he would hate to lose progress because Moody doesn’t
have time. Said if we can hire an assistant, it would cost us way less than the
money we would generate.

o

Councilor Dolan added that we should prioritize getting our affordable housing plan in
place before we bring in in those parcels. She agreed that there is urgency but we need
to get that in place first.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said, “provide additional staffing support so that the policy elements
can be completed on track with bringing in TA4 and TA5.”


Martin said it is more operational than a Council goal. Mayor Ayers-Flood agreed.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said Council is recommending that staff consider the extra
budget for extra staff.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said they will look for it from staff at budget time.

o

Moody said as much as he would like another staff member, it is not a staffing issue. We
can’t put one foot in front of the other and mess them up.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood agreed we need to make sure policies are in place before we
implement annexation.

Community development (1:18:55)
o

o

Mayor asked about “evaluate need for regional plan amendment for TA4 and TA5” and
said she thought we were already doing that this year.


Moody said it’s on the agenda for the 3/7 meeting. He said that if that doesn’t
happen, nothing else happens.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said we are already doing that in the next couple of months.
She said “Expand UGB” and the alternatives analysis” do need to be on there
and Moody agreed.

Councilor Dolan asked about using the word element and expressed that it’s not a clear
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description. Moody said it is common among comprehensive plans.
3.7 Traffic Safety & Transportation Commission Goals (1:20:52)


Councilor Pederson said, regarding the goal of “Installation of Rapid Flashing Beacons at all
major crosswalks on Wagner Street and Main Street to meet long term safety needs,” that he
likes it as an individual goal but believes we need a larger goal for Council.
o



1) Amend Traffic Safety Ordinance
o

3.8

Moody said purpose was to increase pedestrian safety in the downtown and around the
school.

a. Identify where skateboard and other non-motorized modes of transportation are
disallowed;


Mayor Ayers-Flood asked if we are going to do this, because there were issues
last time.



Councilor Pederson said they have an area around the skate park where
skateboards are not allowed and yet no requirements for scooters or other
nonmotorized vehicles.



Mayor Ayers-Flood asked if they are seeking to broaden it.



Councilor Pederson said they are seeking to broaden where they are allowed,
not disallowed.

FY2018-19 Staff Goals (1:23:36)


Martin presented staff goals and the projects to support each of those goals.



Councilor Berlant asked if Council can make recommendations. Mayor Ayers-Flood said yes, by
email to the City Manager.



Councilor Pederson asked about evaluating the SDC schedule by Nov. 2018. Martin agreed that
may be ambitious; can evaluate it but maybe not implement.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said staff goals are outstanding.



Mayor Ayers-Flood asked if all the PD goals are internal. Chief Whipple confirmed they are.

3. Draft FY18-19 City Council Goals (1:29:00)


Mayor Ayers-Flood asked if there were any goals from last year to roll over from last year.
o

Councilor Pederson said improve HR relationship. He said we are actively working on it
and intend to pursue over the next few months so he’s on the fence about moving it
forward. Mayor Ayers-Flood said we can use this initial consultation experience to
evaluate whether it’s an ongoing service we want to engage in. She said she is reluctant
to say “continue to evaluate.” She suggested, “Secure HR services for those items that
are staff related, not for consulting purposes.”


Councilor Baker said it’s already on the goals template.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said she would change it to engage a consultant, or contract.



Councilor Baker suggested, “Finish contracting an HR person.”
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o

Councilor Berlant said we should roll forward “design signage and art for economic
development.” Mayor Ayers-Flood said it would be a great project for TPAC.

o

Marshall said there are no Rapp Rd. projects to roll forward. Will be completed this fiscal
year.

o

Councilor Baker asked if we are moving “Evaluate options for attracting a bank” forward.
Mayor Ayers-Flood said we should move it forward.

o

Councilor Berlant said she assumes we are done “evaluating the City’s water use storage
and efficiency,” so now maybe it’s time to “improve on water use storage and efficiency”
for the next year.


Marshall said the Water Master Plan isn’t completed yet and we’re going to start
building the water reservoir as soon as we post the categorical exclusion.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said we could change it to complete the Water Master Plan.



Complete Water Master Plan and begin water reservoir.




Martin said this would be another staff goal.

Councilor Berlant said she was more thinking conservation and seeking funding.
She said it will be part of the strategic energy management plan but if we want to
call it out here, could take what we’ve learned about our water use and work to
reduce it.


Mayor Ayers-Flood said, “Identify opportunities for conservation from the
newly adopted Water Master Plan.”



Marshall said that as a by-product of the WMP we are also having a
water conservation and management plan update.



Moody clarified that is for the City, not residents. Councilor Berlant
advocated for educating citizens on how they can be part of the City’s
efforts.



Moody said a RARE intern project could be water conservation instead
of energy, if there is a goal to focus on water conservation policies for
residents.



Marshall said they attended an “Other Cities
meeting with the Medford Water Commission, and 6 months ago
Ashland offered their water conservation person to do what they did for
other cities on a smaller scale. Would cost us 20-25k per year.



Councilor Baker asked when master plan will be done. Marshall said this
summer.



Councilor Baker asked if these conservation efforts would be a product
of the plan. Marshall said the conservation that will come of that will be
for the City and infrastructure. Won’t be for the citizens to have access to
information on how to conserve water.



Moody said the RARE intern where he worked before looked at citizens
with high water usage and went door to door. The intern also did
showerheads and water irrigation meters.



Mayor Ayers-Flood asked if going for a RARE student for conservation
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would eliminate the opportunity for a RARE student for clean energy.
Martin said it’s likely.







Mayor Ayers-Flood said that Talent is one of the best cities for water
usage and we already do a good job. Before we take this direction, we
need to evaluate where we want a RARE student.



Councilor Dolan asked if we have used Americorps. Moody advised that
RARE is through Americorps. Councilor Dolan asked if we only get one
RARE student. Moody said it depends on our size.



Councilor Dolan said we could go for agriculture for the IPM.



Councilor Berlant added that the opportunity to have a RARE intern for
residential outreach for water conservation is a good goal.



Councilor Berlant advocated seeking outside funding and partners for a
full-time energy manager to support staff in implementing polices that will
be coming from the strategic energy management plan and energy
element and land-care policy.



Councilor Pederson doesn’t see how it can be a priority with other staff
challenges in Community Development and the Police Department. Not
sure how we fund an additional position focused around energy.



Councilor Berlant said she believes we could find opportunities for
contracted positions funded for us.



Councilor Dolan suggested “evaluate feasibility of creating a new
department.” Berlant added, “and seeking partners to fund that.”



Recorder Zelinka asked if we want to specify outside funding. Council
said yes and Councilor Pederson said he is on board with that.

Citizen Meadow Sweet asked about IPM.
o

Mayor Ayers-Flood advised we’ll be having a public hearing about all the goals and
suggested having a conversation first and then coming to testify as to whether she
supports the plan on March 7th.

o

Councilor Pederson said he hasn’t supported adopting it yet because we don’t have the
piece for how to implement it.

Mayor Ayers-Flood said she would like to make the procedural calendar a goal (budget process
and procedures). Martin said we have it on staff goals. Mayor Ayers-Flood said she wants to
make it a City goal because she wants to build it in a way where it serves more than the budget
and goal setting; can also include semi-annual review of CEAP.
o

Councilor Land said, as she is trying to resurrect TPAC, it would be nice to have a
procedural calendar in front of her (timelines, best strategy to launch).

o

Councilor Pederson said he likes it as a City goal and wants it to be publicly available.


Recorder Zelinka asked if Councilor Pederson wants it on the main public
calendar on the website or a separate calendar that is more
committee/commission-based. Zelinka expressed concern that so much detail
could overwhelm the average citizen.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said Council would look to staff to figure that out.
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o

Martin said it could be both a staff and Council goal. Councilor Berlant said we can make
it a City goal and direct staff to do it.

o

Councilor Pederson said it will tie into communication and transparency goals.

o

Councilor Berlant said that anything added that is a public meeting should be on the
public calendar.

Mayor Ayers-Flood said she would like to add a goal to periodically evaluate ways to generate
additional city revenues.
o

Would like to look at opportunities like tax fees for rentals.

o

Look throughout the year for ways to derive revenues.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said she likes the idea where out-of-staters who buy properties for
rentals contribute to our economy.

o

Councilor Pederson said he feels the staff’s goal list to increase revenues and projects
addresses it pretty well. Mayor Ayers-Flood said she looked at that but they are pretty
specific and she is looking to evaluate and take feedback on additional revenues.

o

Councilor Berlant added that an additional revenue source will be the future cost savings
from energy efficiency improvements and said she would like those savings directed back
into future sustainability projects.


Councilor Land asked for clarification because she had understood outside
partners would fund the energy manager position. Councilor Berlant said there
are resources to fund the position but doesn’t feel we should limit it to just that
when we could also take the savings and apply them toward it as well.



Mayor Ayers-Flood asked if this would be part of “evaluating other funding…”



Councilor Berlant said she is asking for the creation of a new fund and evaluating
additional revenues.



Martin said we wouldn’t make a new fund for that; it would be a part of the
general fund, a separate line item or department (conservation or sustainability).



Mayor Ayers-Flood said she would want to evaluate it first and how it would work,
whether it would work.



Councilor Berlant said it can be part of the goal in place with added emphasis on
using savings to support efficiency.



Recorder Zelinka asked Finance Director Martin how easy it would be to identify
which savings come from sustainability so to apply them to future sustainability
projects.



Martin said it wouldn’t be easy, because they are all split between different funds.
Said he would have to evaluate.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said she sees it as part of the goal that has already been
proposed, evaluate other revenue sources.



Councilor Baker said there are lots of competing needs for the same dollars and
we have to evaluate which programs come to the top. We have to elevate
something in terms of priority.
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o

Councilor Baker said in 2018 new building codes went into effect and the cost of every
house went up 10k this year because of new regulations. He said the more regulation we
dump on housing the more expensive it’s getting.


o



Mayor Ayers-Flood said she would like to see that assessed out; what is the
actual cost?

Citizen Meadow Sweet (2:09:06)


Said citizens have requested a cost analysis on what the City is spending on
chemicals and pesticides; would like to see what we would save by having
volunteers working to weed instead. To implement IPM, need to know that piece.



Mayor Ayers-Flood said that will be great feedback at the May 9th study session.

Councilor Berlant suggested, as we are improving communications with residents, that we offer
communications in Spanish. Advised that 15% of our population are Spanish speakers.
o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said we can tag that on to the communications goal.

o

Martin asked for what specifically.


o

Councilor Land asked about meeting minutes.


o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said it would be subject to what we can accomplish and said
she feels comfortable with letting staff prioritize that.

Councilor Berlant said City notices and a link on the website (Pacific Power example).


o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said announcements of meetings.

Recorder Zelinka asked if Councilor Berlant is referring to print notices in the
paper and advised they cost about $400 so it would double the cost if done in
Spanish also.

Councilor Land asked for more clarification on which communications Councilor Berlant
recommends translating.


Councilor Berlant said meetings, dates, land use changes.

o

Councilor Pederson said he likes idea of more communications in Spanish and said
implementation will likely be more minimal. He said he doesn’t support doubling up in the
newspaper. On the website we already have a Spanish version with a button to choose
your language.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said she was thinking general community announcements,
translations as recommended by staff.

o

Councilor Land said her concern is that we’ll put out communications in Spanish but
when they come to meeting it will be all in English and we’ll have misrepresented
ourselves.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood said she feels comfortable staff can make the decision.

o

Councilor Dolan said we should ask community members what would be most helpful in
Spanish communications, what would be most effective and increase accessibility.

o

Mayor Ayers-Flood mentioned Lady Vanderlip on the Parks Commission. Councilor
Baker said he can chat with her.
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= New
= Ongoing
= In Progress
= From Previous Year

TALENT CITY COUNCIL
FY18-19 GOALS & WORK PLAN

Goal: Improve communication with residents and increase transparency.
Projects

Department
or CCB

Redesign website to improve usability and provide more information.

Admin

Increase transparency of financial information by making it more accessible
online.

Finance

Publicly post an annual procedural calendar that includes dates for goal
setting, budget process, etc.

Admin

Evaluate feasibility of providing certain communications in Spanish.

Admin

Timeline

Goal: Update policies, procedures and plan.
Department
or CCB

Projects
Contract an HR service to develop policies, handle complaints and draft
exempt employee contracts.

Council

Write policy regarding ability of City Manager to change exempt employee
salary ranges.

Admin

Create map and adopt policy for vacating right-of-ways.

Comm Dev

Update Parks Master Plan.

Parks

Timeline
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Goal: Address staffing shortage.
Department
or CCB

Projects
Conduct staffing analysis and determine whether there is a need to
increase capacity.

Admin

Evaluate feasibility of hiring a dedicated detective to handle big drug cases,
financial fraud, etc.

PD

Timeline

Goal: Increase City revenues.
Department
or CCB

Projects
Evaluate ways to generate additional City revenues.

Timeline

Council/
Admin

Goal: Ensure legality of Council decisions and actions.
Department
or CCB

Projects
Consider local attorney service and evaluate Council-attorney
communication practices.

Timeline

Council

Goal: Improve safety of the City of Talent.
Department
or CCB

Projects
Provide training to law enforcement officers that will enable them to provide
non-biased, high-quality law enforcement.

PD

Increase pedestrian safety in the downtown and around the school.

TSTC

Timeline
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Goal: Provide capacity for PD to complete investigations independently.
Projects

Department
or CCB

Evaluate cost of technological equipment to get into phones.

PD

Evaluate certification of a child abuse investigator.

PD

Timeline

Goal: Increase efficiency and decrease costs.
Department
or CCB

Projects
Increase amount of water customers using electronic statements by 50% by
offering incentives to switch.

Finance

Program SCADA system with a “Conservation Mode” that allows the Water
Distribution system to avoid running during “Peak” periods.

Public
Works

Coordinate with the TAP group for collaboration efforts and planning for a
TAP Master Plan that would be implemented after individual Water Master
Plans are completed.

Public
Works

Produce an action plan that could be implemented through adherence to
the Strategic Energy Management Program.

Public
Works

Complete Phase 4 of the street light LED retrofit.

Public
Works

Timeline

Goal: Expand residential land availability and improve housing affordability.
Projects

Department
or CCB

Expand the Urban Growth Boundary.

Comm Dev

Complete UGB Alternatives Analysis.

Comm Dev

Timeline
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Goal: Establish a thriving downtown business district and improve livability.
Projects

Department
or CCB

Evaluate speed zones.

Public
Works

Conduct parking studies.

Comm Dev

Design signage and art for economic development.

TPAC

Draft a dark sky ordinance.

Comm Dev

Evaluate options for attracting a bank.

Council

Timeline

Goal: Protect the health of our children, residents, and visitors.
Projects

Department
or CCB

Evaluate feasibility of implementing a time-phased Integrated Pest
Management policy.

Council

Include language in the new Parks Master Plan that any future project
should address the issue of lower or no pesticide use by design.

Parks

Timeline

Goal: Implement more energy-related policies.
Projects

Department
or CCB

Adopt clean energy element of the Comprehensive Plan.

Council

Participate and support staff in implementing the strategic energy
management program for all City-owned facilities.

Council

Seek outside funding and partners to support hiring a full-time energy
manager.

Council

Timeline
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Goal: Decrease non-biodegradable waste internally and throughout the community.
Department
or CCB

Projects
Develop and initiate the first steps of a time-phased plan to reduce the use
of plastics.

Council

Partner with Recology to develop waste management procedures and
education plans.

Council

Timeline

Goal: Improve communications between Parks and citizens.
Department
or CCB

Projects

Timeline

Shut down existing Parks website and incorporate Parks into the new City
of Talent website.

Admin

By June 30,
2018

Include more articles in the Flash newsletter.

Parks

Ongoing

Post news, events and volunteer activities to Facebook.

Parks

Ongoing

Projects

Department
or CCB

Timeline

Consult the Master Plan and assess community usage.

Parks

Goal: Better prioritize Parks capital improvements.

Goal: Seek funding for development of the Master Plan and provide education on the
process.
Projects

Department
or CCB

Timeline

Department
or CCB

Timeline

Goal: Improve emergency preparedness organization.
Projects
Coordinate with other organizations and seek funding to secure emergency
supplies and communications equipment.

Council
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Goal: Improve volunteer recruitment and retention strategies.
Projects

Department
or CCB

Arrange for volunteer work parties.

Parks

Establish regular volunteer recognition practices.

Admin/
Council

Timeline

Goal: Develop leadership of committees and commissions.
Department
or CCB

Projects

Timeline

Council

Evaluate opportunities for training new commissioners and committee
members.
Provide Robert’s Rules training.

Council

Create an “ongoing nurture program” to ensure regular training continues.

Council
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